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Introduction

Immunotherapy is evolving rapidly to provide new strategies for the treatment of cancer. Current immunotherapeutic modalities, including enhancing endogenous tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) by checkpoint blockade or adoptive transfer of chimeric antigen receptor–modified (CAR-modified) autologous T cells into patients, show evidence of sustained cancer remission or clearance in some patients, but overall response rates remain low, especially in advanced solid tumors (1, 2). One limitation of immunotherapy in solid tumors is tumor microenvironment-induced T cell exhaustion, a terminal transition to a terminally exhausted T cell state driven by chronic T cell activation and tumor microenvironment factors (3). Exhausted T cells are defined by expression of multiple coinhibitory receptors such as PD-1, TIM-3, and LAG-3, as well as progressive loss of proliferative potential and effector cytokine production, ultimately leading to failed antitumor responses (4, 5). Initial tumor infiltration leads to differentiation into activated, functional CD8⁺ T cells, more recently described as progenitor-exhausted T cells (5, 6). Phenotypically defined by high expression of T-bet and Tcf-1 transcription factors, as well as PD-1, Slamf6, and low TIM-3 expression, progenitor-exhausted T cells transition to a terminally exhausted T cell state, increasing expression of multiple coinhibitory receptors, losing Slamf6 expression and effector polyfunctionality, and altering their epigenetic and transcriptional landscape. Notably, progenitor-exhausted T cells are the target of enhanced activity and proliferation in response to checkpoint blockade immunotheerapies (6–8). Although transcription factors governing exhaustion programs have been identified, such as T-box transcription factors T-bet and Eomesodermin (Eomes), the NFAT-driven transcription factors Nr4a and Tox, and the transcriptional repressor Blimp1 (9), it is clear that development of T cell exhaustion is a multifac torial process in which underlying mechanisms responsible for impaired function are not fully resolved.

A recently described subset of memory T cells residing in nonlymphoid tissues, tissue-resident memory T cells (Trm cells), is distinct from recirculating central memory (Tcm) and effector memory (Tem) cells and dynamically responds to PD-1 blockade in human tumors (9, 10). Trm cells permanently reside in peripheral tissues, where they display rapid effector functions and provide frontline protection against pathogens and malignant growth (11, 12). Trm cells are characterized by a core transcriptional signature, expression of CD69, and expression of CD103 in some tissues (13). Tumor-infiltrating CD8⁺ T cells expressing Trm markers found in biopsies have been associated with favorable prognosis for numerous solid tumors, including melanoma, colorectal, and lung cancer (9, 10, 14–19), and are often termed “Trm-like” (20). Single-cell sequencing and functional studies of TILs indicate that the Trm-like population is enriched in clonally expanded and tumor-reactive CD8⁺ T cells (15, 21, 22) with effector functions (21, 23–25). Given the emerging role of CD8⁺ Trm cells in antitumor immunity, exploring the mechanisms regulating the acquisition of Trm characteristics by TILs may benefit immunotherapy approaches (9, 10, 26–28).

Transcription factors controlling CD8⁺ Trm fate include Blimp-1, Hobi, Nr4a1, and Runx3 (12), with enforced expression of Runx3 in adoptively transferred T cells improving the formation of Trm-like TILs and boosting antitumor responses (25). Thus, genetic manipulation of Trm differentiation holds promise for clinical
transplantation. Moreover, CD8+ Trm-like cells appear to play a role in protection against tumor recurrence (22, 29, 30), suggesting that immunotherapy strategies that promote Trm cell may provide long-term protection from disease relapse.

Our previous work highlighted a role for HIFs in regulating T cell effector function, exhaustion, and memory differentiation in infection and malignancies (31–33). Oxygen concentrations vary substantially throughout the body (5%–6% in healthy tissues to ≤0.1% in hypoxic areas of solid tumors and inflamed tissues). HIF-mediated transcription allows for cellular adaptation to areas of low oxygen tension. HIF is hydroxylated at proline residues in normoxic conditions and subsequently ubiquitinated by von Hippel-Lindau (VHL) proteins, mediating constitutive proteasomal degradation (34). At low oxygen tensions, HIF is not targeted for degradation and transcriptional activity is upregulated. Signaling through the T cell receptor (TCR) and cytokines such as TGF-β can further promote HIF transcriptional activity in T cells (34). Discrete expression of HIF-1α and HIF-2α isoforms in immune cells contributes to regulation of both overlapping and distinct target genes (34, 35). While tumor hypoxia is a hallmark of aggressive malignancies and several immunoevasion mechanisms through the recruitment of suppressive immune cell types (35), accumulating evidence indicates that direct effects of hypoxia on CD8+ T cells promotes effector functions (31, 33–35). In a mouse model of chronic lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) infection, VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells with constitutive HIF activity showed enhanced viral clearance and resisted “exhaustion” (31). VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells sustained cytokine production, upregulated costimulatory and cytolytic effector molecules, and paradoxically, multiple T cell exhaustion markers to a greater degree than WT T cells. In a mouse model of melanoma, HIF-1α–deficient CD8+ T cells did not accumulate and displayed reduced antitumor activity (32), while VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells showed enhanced control of tumor growth. Together, these findings suggest that HIF plays a key role in T cell regulation of malignancies; however, the basis for HIF regulation of TIL efficacy is unresolved.

Utilizing Cre-recombinase–driven conditional deletion of Vhl, Hifla, and Epas1 to study CD8+ T cell differentiation, localization, antitumor function, and memory formation, we demonstrated that constitutive HIF-α activity drives the formation of a prominent and highly cytotoxic CD69+CD103+ Trm-like CD8+ TIL population in solid tumors. VHL-deficient TILs expressed high levels of coinhibitory receptors yet persisted and retained polyfunctionality within the tumor microenvironment, indicating functional resistance to exhaustion and superior efficacy against primary tumors, metastatic challenge, and memory recall responses upon rechallenge. VHL-deficient Trm-like CD8+ TILs expressed a core gene-expression program associated with Trm cells that appeared closely associated with an exhaustion signature, suggesting effector function and responsiveness to checkpoint blockade by this memory subset. VHL-deficient TILs responded to anti–PD-1 therapy with elevated IFN-γ production, resulting in complete regression of large established B16 melanoma tumors. In vivo blocking studies demonstrated that HIF-α–mediated functional features were dependent on the CD103 integrin, known to enhance Trm. Finally, VHL-deficient CAR T cells exhibited the Trm-like phenotype and accumulated in solid tumors. Our results revealed a key role for the VHL/HIF axis in controlling the formation of a Trm-like CD8+ T cell subset in primary and secondary tumors that resisted functional exhaustion and mediated enhanced antitumor responses.

Results

VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells control tumor growth and improve survival. To explore the impact of VHL/HIF modulation in tumor-reactive CD8+ T cells, we utilized mice harboring loxP-flanked Vhl alleles (Vhlfl/fl) and Cre recombinase driven by the distal Lck promoter (Lck-Cre). This allowed deletion of Vhl in mature T cells, leading to elevated HIF-1α and HIF-2α protein expression (31). Crossing these mice with TCR transgenic P14 mice, which recognized LCMV-derived peptide gp33 presented by MHC class I molecule H2-Dd, we assessed the ability of antigen-specific, VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells to control established tumors. WT animals were s.c. inoculated with B16.gp33 melanoma or MC38.gp33 colorectal adenocarcinoma modified to stably express the gp33 antigen, followed by adoptive transfer of ex vivo activated Vhlfl/fl Lck-Cre+ (WT) or Vhlfl/fl Lck-Cre+ (VHL-KO) P14 cells (Figure 1, A and B). VHL-deficient T cells mediated superior tumor growth inhibition and survival compared with their WT counterparts in both tumor models and cured the majority of mice of MC38.gp33 tumors. Enhanced HIF activity in T cells mediated immunopathology in the lungs of animals infected with chronic virus and led to improved protection from B16 lung metastasis challenge (31, 36), suggesting enhanced lung responses. Therefore, we asked whether T cell–specific deletion of Vhl in polyclonal mice was protective against lung metastases. After i.v. challenge with B16 cells as a model for metastasis via seeding tumor lesions in the lungs, VHL-KO hosts presented significantly fewer B16 melanoma metastases (Figure 1C) compared with WT hosts. Immunofluorescence analysis of the lungs revealed increased numbers of CD8+ TILs within tumor lesions of VHL-KO compared with WT hosts (Figure 1D), without evidence of immunopathology in healthy lung parenchyma. Interestingly, VHL-KO polyclonal CD8+ TILs preferentially localized in nonhypoxic tumor areas compared with their WT counterparts (Supplemental Figure 1). VHL-KO P14 TILs also accumulated to 3-10-fold higher numbers than WT TILs in s.c. B16.gp33, MC38.gp33, and rhabdomyosarcoma KMR.gp33 (Figure 1E and F).

To assess the role of HIF in improved tumor clearance by VHL-deficient TILs, we adoptively transferred P14 cells that were Vhlfl/fl Hifla-/-Epas1-/- Lck-Cre+ (triple knockout, TKO), VHL-KO, or WT into recipient mice bearing s.c. B16.gp33 tumors (Figure 1G). Strikingly, TKO P14 cells were unable to control tumor growth or improve survival, indicating that the enhanced antitumor activity observed by VHL-KO P14 cells was dependent on the loss of VHL-mediated degradation of HIF-α transcription factors.

VHL-deficient TILs accumulate and survive in tumors in a HIF-dependent manner. To further study VHL-KO versus WT CD8+ TILs in the same tumor microenvironment, we cotransferred equal numbers of congenically distinct VHL-KO and WT P14 cells and tracked their frequency over time in tumor-bearing hosts. Kinetic analysis of TILs in B16.gp33 tumors revealed progressive accumulation of VHL-KO TILs beginning at day 7 after transfer as assessed by both frequency (Figure 2A) and numbers (Supplemental Figure 2A). In contrast, WT P14 cell numbers progressively declined over the same time period (Supplemental Figure 2A). The increase in VHL-KO P14 cells was not due to an increase in proliferation (Supplemental Figure 2B) but likely to a survival advantage in tumors,
Figure 1. HIF-dependent accumulation of TILs and control of tumor growth by VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells. (A–B) Tumor growth and survival of (A) B16.gp33- or (B) MC38.gp33-bearing C57BL/6J mice after transfer of Vhlfl/flDLck-Cre- (WT) or Vhlfl/flDLck-Cre+ (VHL-KO) P14 cells, n = 7 in A and 9 in B (experimental) and 5 in A and 6 in B (control). (C) Images (middle) and quantification (right) of metastatic lung tumors in polyclonal WT and VHL-KO mice after i.v. challenge with B16.gp33 cells. (D) Immunofluorescence microscopy of CD8α (red) and DAPI (blue) in representative tumor lesions from C at 20× magnification; tumor regions
indicated by dotted lines (left) and quantification of CD8+ TILs per tumor area unit (AU; right). Data are combined from 2 independent experiments with 6 \times 10^4 B16 gp33 cells injected into 11 WT and 10 VHL-KO mice. Corresponding results were obtained in 2 additional experiments with 4.5 \times 10^4 tumor cells, \( n = 9 \) mice per group. (E) Number of donor P14 cells from tumor (TILs) and spleen from mice bearing B16 gp33 (left) and MC38 gp33 (right) tumors at endpoint of efficacy experiments (A and B), \( n = 9 \) for WT and 10 for VHL-KO for B16 gp33, \( n = 3 \) per group for MC38 gp33. (F) Frequency of donor P14 cells recovered from KMR gp33 tumors or spleen 7 days after cotransfer of WT and VHL-KO cells, \( n = 4 \). (G) Tumor growth and survival of B16 gp33 tumor-bearing mice after transfer of WT, VHL-KO, or Vhl^fl/fl-Hif1a^−/−Egln3^−/−Dlk-Cre−/+ (VHL-HIF-α-Luc-HIF2a-KO) P14 cells, \( n = 5 \) per group. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments except as stated in D. Bars and error represent mean ± SEM. NS, not significant. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ****P < 0.0001. 3F). Taken together, we found that VHL deficiency promoted superior antitumor function by TILs, despite exhaustion-associated coinhibitory marker expression.

**HIF transcriptional activity drives the generation of highly functional CD8+ Tm-like TILs.** Tumor infiltration by CD8+ T cells is a positive prognostic factor in cancer, and recently the accumulation of CD8+ TILs with Trm features has been shown to predict a better clinical outcome in multiple settings (23, 24, 38–41). To understand how HIF activity affects the Trm phenotype of CD8+ TILs, we evaluated expression of the canonical tissue-residency markers CD69 and CD103 after cotransfer of WT and VHL-KO P14 cells into tumor-bearing mice. We observed a prominent CD69^+CD103^− subset (15%-20% of TILs) within the VHL-KO but not the WT population (Figure 4A and B). This CD69^+CD103^− subset was observed in VHL-KO compared with WT TILs in multiple tumor settings: (a) polyclonal CD8+ TILs recovered from the lungs of VHL-KO mice after i.v. B16 challenge; (b) P14 TILs recovered from s.c. B16 gp33, MC38 gp33, KMR gp33 tumors; and (c) ER-Cre+ P14 TIL recovered from s.c. B16 gp33 and MC38 gp33 tumors after tamoxifen-induced in vivo deletion (Supplemental Figure 4A). Administration (i.v.) of anti-CD8α antibody before euthanasia to label vascular CD8+ T cells confirmed tissue localization of the CD69^+CD103^− subset within tumors (Supplemental Figure 4B).

Trm CD8+ T cells are the first-line responders of adaptive immunity within tissues and exhibit potent effector function and cytolytic capacity (42). We found increased expression of both granzyme-A and granzyme-B in VHL-KO TILs compared with WT TILs after cotransfer into B16 gp33 tumor-bearing mice (Figure 4C). Additionally, the tumor cell killing capacity of CD69^+CD103^− TILs sorted into CD103a and CD103b subsets showed that the CD103b VHL-KO P14 TIL was the most cytolytic subset (Figure 4D). Consistent with cytolytic function, granzyme-B was found to be upregulated by the Trm-like subset compared with other VHL-KO TIL subsets (Supplemental Figure 4, C and D). In contrast, the cytolytic advantage of VHL-KO over WT P14 TILs (as shown in Figure 3, E and F) was not observed for the CD103a subset.
We next compared transcriptional profiles of cotransferred VHL-KO and WT P14 populations recovered from B16.gp33 tumors (GSE156342), and found differential expression of genes encoding effector, costimulatory, and coinhibitory molecules by RNA-Seq on days 7 and 11 after transfer (Figure 5, A and B). Thus, much as we observed for VHL-KO CD8+ T cells responding to chronic infection, VHL-KO TILs upregulated molecules associated with T cell activation to significantly higher levels than their WT counterparts (31). Notably, this included molecules associated with cytolytic function as well as inhibitory molecules associated with loss of T cell function, chronic stimulation, and activation. Interestingly, the VHL-KO P14 TIL population showed significant enrichment in core CD8+ Trm signature genes (Figure 5C) (25). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of the Trm signature comparing VHL-KO and WT P14 TILs corroborated this observation (Figure 5D). Furthermore, the pattern of expression for key transcription factors controlling Trm fate (12), including upregulation of \( \text{Prdm1} \) (encodes Blimp-1), \( \text{Egr2} \), and \( \text{Runx3} \), and downregulation of \( \text{Bcl6} \), \( \text{Tcf7} \), and \( \text{Eomes} \), was also observed for VHL-KO TILs compared with WT TILs (Figure 5E). Thus, constitutive HIF-\( \alpha \) activity achieved by VHL deletion instructed a Trm gene expression program in tumor-specific CD8+ T cells.

T cell exhaustion is phenotypically characterized by expression of coinhibitory receptors and activation-associated markers, many of which are also upregulated on CD8+ Trm cells (9, 18, 24). Interestingly, we found that established exhaustion and terminal-exhaustion signatures (6) were both enriched among virus-specific CD8+ Trm and VHL-KO TILs (Figure 5F), and this was further supported by HIF-YFP-reporter activity among polyclonal CD8+ TILs showed a higher frequency of YFP+ cells among the CD69+CD103+ subset than the CD69+CD103- subset (Figure 4E). To test whether HIF-\( \alpha \) activity supports the formation of the Trm-like CD8+ TIL subset, we transferred TKO P14 cells into B16.gp33 tumor-bearing mice, where they failed to give rise to the CD69+CD103+ TIL subset (Figure 4F). Similarly, HIF was required for the enhanced granzyme-B expression and the relative downregulation of T-bet by VHL-KO TILs (Figure 4G and Supplemental Figure 4C), which was notable because T-bet downregulation is a key characteristic of Trm differentiation (43). Considering that T-bet has been implicated in the direct suppression of CD103 expression (44), these findings support a model where HIF transcriptional activity drives the generation of CD103+ Trm in part via T-bet downregulation. Expression of additional surface molecules in a pattern consistent with reduced tissue egress and a bona fide Trm phenotype was also observed among the CD69+CD103- VHL-KO subset; CD62L and Ly6C were downregulated, whereas CD44, which is linked to peripheral tissue retention, and CD101, which limits aberrant T cell activation, were upregulated (Supplemental Figure 4D). Consistent with these findings, analysis of the HIF reporter CD103+ TILs showed that the highest frequency of coexpressed activation/exhaustion surface receptors PD-1 and GITR was found on the YFP+ Trm-like TILs (Supplemental Figure 4E). Together, these experiments established that HIF was required for the generation of the VHL-dependent Trm-like CD8+ TIL subset.

Enrichment of Trm gene expression signature by VHL-deficient P14 TILs is associated with phenotypic hallmarks of T cell exhaustion. We next compared transcriptional profiles of cotransferred VHL-KO and WT P14 populations recovered from B16.gp33 tumors (GSE156342), and found differential expression of genes encoding effector, costimulatory, and coinhibitory molecules by RNA-Seq on days 7 and 11 after transfer (Figure 5, A and B). Thus, much as we observed for VHL-KO CD8+ T cells responding to chronic infection, VHL-KO TILs upregulated molecules associated with T cell activation to significantly higher levels than their WT counterparts (31). Notably, this included molecules associated with cytolytic function as well as inhibitory molecules associated with loss of T cell function, chronic stimulation, and activation. Interestingly, the VHL-KO P14 TIL population showed significant enrichment in core CD8+ Trm signature genes (Figure 5C) (25). Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) of the Trm signature comparing VHL-KO and WT P14 TILs corroborated this observation (Figure 5D). Furthermore, the pattern of expression for key transcription factors controlling Trm fate (12), including upregulation of \( \text{Prdm1} \) (encodes Blimp-1), \( \text{Egr2} \), and \( \text{Runx3} \) and downregulation of \( \text{Bcl6} \), \( \text{Tcf7} \), and \( \text{Eomes} \), was also observed for VHL-KO TILs compared with WT TILs (Figure 5E). Thus, constitutive HIF-\( \alpha \) activity achieved by VHL deletion instructed a Trm gene expression program in tumor-specific CD8+ T cells.

T cell exhaustion is phenotypically characterized by expression of coinhibitory receptors and activation-associated markers, many of which are also upregulated on CD8+ Trm cells (9, 18, 24). Interestingly, we found that established exhaustion and terminal-exhaustion signatures (6) were both enriched among virus-specific CD8+ Trm and VHL-KO TILs (Figure 5F), and this was further supported...
by equivalent exhaustion-associated gene set enrichment by CD8+ Trm compared with central memory T cells (Tcm cells) and VHL-KO TILs compared with WT TILs (Figure 5G). These data showed that the T cell exhaustion/activation phenotype observed due to VHL deletion was accompanied by transcriptional programs also observed by Trm cells. Moreover, resistance to tumor-induced exhaustion as observed for VHL-KO TILs and accumulating evidence for the functional importance of Trm-like CD8+ TILs (42) together suggest that some markers of the exhaustion phenotype in the context of Trm-like TILs do not always reflect dysfunction.

Effector cell differentiation of CD8+ T cells is derailed by tolerogenic antigen exposure, suppressive cytokine milieu, and metabolic perturbations in chronic viral infections and malignancies (20). Nevertheless, “stem-like” progenitor-exhausted CD8+ T cells arise under these conditions, possessing characteristics of classical memory subsets that give rise to terminally exhausted subsets (20). Transcription factors Tcf-1 and Eomes promote Tcm differentiation (7) and were expressed by WT TILs but were not found in VHL-KO TILs (Figure 5, H and I). Additionally, VHL-KO cells gradually downregulated expression of CD43, CD27, and CXCR3 in tumors and spleens (Supplemental Figure 4F), indicating emergence of long-lived effector cells (LLEC), a rapidly cytotoxic, cytokine-producing population that is terminally differentiated but survives to late time points. Indeed, transcriptomic analysis revealed enrichment of LLEC signature in VHL-KO TILs (Figure 5C; ref. 45), whereas effector-memory Tem and terminal-effector (TE) cell signatures were not. Together these data indicate that VHL deletion promoted sustained effector function, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. VHL-deficient P14 TILs retain polyfunctional antitumor cell responses despite elevated exhaustion-associated markers. (A) Coexpression of exhaustion-associated markers PD-1, TIM-3, and LAG-3 by donor P14 TILs recovered in Figure 2A. Representative flow cytometry plots of PD-1 and TIM-3 expression gated on LAG-3- cells (top). Pie charts indicate accumulation of exhaustion markers on days 3–10 after cotransfer and on day 20 after single transfer. (B and C) IFN-γ and TNF-α coproduction (B) and granzyme-B (GzmB) expression (C) by donor TILs recovered as in A after restimulation with gp33 peptide. Representative flow cytometry plots (left) and quantification of donor cell numbers (B) and MFI (C). (D) Graphical presentation of TIL polyfunctionality (green) and tumor-induced T cell exhaustion (red) for WT and VHL-KO donor TILs. (E) Specific lysis at indicated effector-to-target ratios of B16, gp33 target cells by sorted donor P14 TIL populations recovered on day 7 after cotransfer as in A, n = 6 per condition. (F) Dependence of CTL-mediated target cell lysis on granzyme-B/perforin pathway, n = 4 per condition. Data are representative of 3 (A-D) and 2 (E and F) independent experiments. Bars, line charts, and error bars represent mean ± SEM. NS, not significant; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001 (2-tailed Student’s t test in A–E, 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons in F).
attributed to LLEC and Trm phenotypes, and limited terminal differentation of TILs in tumor-bearing mice.

Combined anti–PD-1 and VHL-deficient CD8+ T cell ACT reduces tumor burden. The combination of ACT and checkpoint blockade holds promise for treatment of solid tumors (46). Trm-like CD8+ TILs found in lung cancer patients have been reported to be responsive to PD-1 blockade in a CD103-dependent fashion (18), prompting us to assess VHL-KO ACT together with PD-1 blockade immunotherapy.

Figure 4. HIF promotes CD69+CD103+ Trm-like CD8+ TILs with higher cytolytic capacity against target cancer cells. (A) Representative flow cytometry (left) and frequency (right) of CD69 and CD103 expression on WT and VHL-KO P14 cells after cotransfer (days 7, 10) or single transfer (day 20) into B16-gp33-bearing mice. n = 3 (days 7–10), n = 6 WT, and n = 7 VHL-KO (day 20). (B) CD69 and CD103 expression on VHL-KO TILs on day 20 (top) and absolute number of CD69+CD103+ donor TILs over time (bottom). n = 7 (day 10), n = 6 (days 7 and 20). (C) Representative flow cytometry (top) and MFI (bottom) of granzyme-A and granzyme-B expression on WT and VHL-KO TILs after cotransfer into B16-gp33-bearing hosts, n = 9. (D) Specific target cell lysis at 1:1 effector-to-target ratio by indicated sorted CD103+ donor TIL subsets recovered on day 7 as in A, n = 6. E) YFP signal in polyclonal CD69+CD103+ and CD69+CD103+CD8+ Egln3-YFP-KI (Egln3YFP/+) and control (Egln3+/+) TILs stained on day 13 following B16-gp33 challenge (left) and quantification of YFP signal (right), n = 4 for Egln3YFP/+, and n = 2 for Egln3+. (F) Representative flow cytometry (left) and frequency (right) of CD69 and CD103 on donor TILs 7 days after cotransfer of WT and VHL-KO P14 cells (top) or WT and VHL-HIF-1α-HIF-2α-KO P14 cells (bottom), n = 6 VHL-KO/WT and n = 5 VHL-HIF1α-HIF-2α-KO/WT. (G) Representative flow cytometry (left) and MFI (right) of granzyme-B and T-bet expression on P14 TIL populations recovered as in F. Data shown as mean ± SEM are representative of 4 (A), 2 (B and C), and 3 (D–F) independent experiments. NS, not significant, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001 (1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons in D, 2-tailed Student’s t test in others).
After development of B16.gp33 tumors (>75 mm$^3$), we transferred lower in mice harboring memory VHL-KO cells than their WT magnitude of TIL expansion scaled to the primary response (Figure 7B)ing hosts from tumor growth after rechallenge with either gp33-cured mice with an alternate gp33-expressing tumor cell line. To assess antitumor memory, we rechallengedory cells (MC38.gp33 [38%] and B16.gp33 [22%] rechallenge and $E$ greater in expression by VHL -KO over WT TILs or vice versa, respectively. ($A$ and $B$) Comparison of T cell exhaustion signatures for Trm, TE, LLEC, and Tem between VHL-KO and WT D11 TILs (top) and small intestine intraepithelial P14 Trm relative to spleen P14 Tcpm (45) (bottom). Genes with less than a 1.5-fold change in expression were excluded. ($C$) GSEA of T cell exhaustion signature in VHL-KO versus WT D11 TILs and P14 Trm versus P14 Tcpm. ($H$) Representative flow cytometric analysis (left) and quantification (right) of CD8+CD44+ VHL-KO and WT P14 TILs for T-bet, Eomes, Tcf-1, and granzyme-B. Data are representative of 3 independent experiments ($n = 3$ for Eomes and T-bet coexpression; $n = 6$ for Tcf-1). $F$ Relative gene expression by VHL -KO and WT P14 for day 11 P14 TILs and P14 Trm versus P14 Tcm. ($I$) Representative histograms of Eomes and Tcf-1 expression (left) and MFIs (right) in cotransferred donor P14 TIL populations. Overexpressed gene counts are shown at bottom of volcano plots, and statistical $P$ values denote comparisons between indicated groups. Error bars represent mean ± SEM. *$P < 0.05$, **$P < 0.01$, ***$P < 0.001$, ****$P < 0.0001$ (Student’s $t$ test in $H$ and $I$). $F$, fold change; NS, not significant; NES, normalized enrichment score; FDR $q$ value, FDR corrected $P$ value.

After development of B16.gp33 tumors (>75 mm$^3$), we transferred WT or VHL-KO P14 cells followed by treatment with PD-1 blocking or isotype control antibody. Mice receiving anti–PD-1 and VHL-KO cells showed decreased tumor burden compared with all other groups, with complete responses in 42% of mice (Figure 6A). Endpoint tumors showed effective blockade of PD-1 in both donor groups (Supplemental Figure 5A). Although anti–PD-1 immunotherapy did not further increase accumulation of donor TILs (Supplemental Figure 5A), VHL-KO cells retained the higher frequency and numbers of the CD69+CD44+ Trm-like subset over their WT counterparts (Figure 6B). Additionally, anti–PD-1 did not affect target cell killing or granzyme-B levels, which remained consistently higher for the VHL-KO population after cotransfer (Figure 6C). However, PD-1 blockade boosted the capacity of both donor TIL populations to coproduce IFN-γ and TNF-α, with a greater impact on VHL-KO TILs (Figure 6D). This is consistent with the idea that although VHL-KO cells have enhanced antitumor immunity, they are eventually overcome by exhaustion. Anti–PD-1 therapy may allow for increased proliferation of progenitor-exhausted cells and/or prevention of terminal exhaustion. These data indicate that checkpoint blockade in combination with strategies to enhance Trm-like TILs further improve responses to therapy and increase survival.

**VHL-deficient CD8+ T cells establish sustained protection from tumor challenge.** To assess antitumor memory, we rechallenged cured mice with an alternate gp33-expressing tumor cell line. Memory VHL-KO cells were significantly more effective at protecting hosts from tumor growth after rechallenge with either gp33-expressing tumor type (~78%, both) compared with the WT memory cells (MC38.gp33 [38%] and B16.gp33 [22%] rechallenge tumors) (Figure 7A). The recall response, as measured by the magnitude of TIL expansion scaled to the primary response (Figure 7B) and by recovered donor numbers (Figure 7C) were both significantly higher in mice harboring memory VHL-KO cells than their WT counterparts. The responding memory VHL-KO population included a prominent CD69$^+$CD103$^+$ Trm-like subset (~15%) which was absent in the WT memory population, as well as an enrichment of cells with a Tem phenotype associated with rapid effector functions (Figure 7, D and E). In contrast, animals with WT memory cells generated Tcm and Tem subsets but only a minor Trm-like component (~2%) (Supplemental Figure 5B). WT and VHL-KO memory populations recovered from spleens produced TNF-α and IFN-γ, but in the TIL compartment only the memory VHL-KO cells were capable of coproducing effector cytokines (Figure 7F). Finally, mice protected from tumor growth during rechallenge were tested for local protective tissue-resident memory by daily treatment with FTY720, which targets S1PR1, preventing T cell egress from lymph nodes (27, 47) and circulating T cells from contributing to the response, followed by further rechallenge with B16.gp33 tumor cells at the primary tumor site (Figure 7G). Control mice receiving FTY720 but without protective P14 memory succumbed to B16.gp33 challenge within 2 weeks, whereas 2 out of 5 mice with WT P14 memory and all of the mice with VHL-KO P14 memory (14 out of 14) were protected from rechallenge upon FTY720 treatment, demonstrating local protection by tissue-resident memory. Thus, tumor eradication upon VHL-deficient ACT resulted in the generation of functional antitumor T cell memory capable of protecting against local rechallenge.

**Improved antitumor activity by VHL-deficient TILs is dependent on CD103.** We next investigated the role of CD103 in VHL-KO CD8+ T cell antitumor efficacy in primary tumor models. B16. gp33-bearing mice were treated with a monoclonal anti-CD103 antibody or isotype control starting 1 day before adoptive transfer of either VHL-KO or WT P14 cells. In vivo treatment with anti-CD103 resulted in effective blockade of CD103 expression on VHL-KO TILs (Supplemental Figure 5C), which translated into loss of tumor control (Figure 8A). The mice receiving VHL-KO cells and anti-CD103 lost their survival advantage over mice receiving WT cells (Figure 8A). The blockade of CD103 resulted in partial reduction in VHL-KO cell numbers in endpoint tumors but not WT cell numbers (Supplemental Figure 5C). Although other endogenous cell types, such as DCs and CD4+ Tregs, may be affected by anti-CD103, tumor growth, survival, and TIL numbers in mice receiving WT cells were not significantly affected by the CD103 blockade (Figure 8A and Supplemental Figure 5C), indicating a dependence on the presence of VHL-KO T cells.

CD103 blockade resulted in a loss of the enhanced granzyme-B expression by VHL-KO over WT P14 TILs (Figure 8B). Further, coproduction of effector cytokines IFN-γ and TNF-α upon restimulation was also diminished for the CD103-treated VHL-KO TIL population compared with the isotype control (Figure 8C). In vivo treatment with anti-CD103 resulted in dramatic reduction in cytolytic advantage by the VHL-KO population in the ex vivo killing assays against B16.gp33 and MC38.gp33 target cancer cells (Figure 8D). This was accompanied by a reduction in Eomes and T-bet suppression (Supplemental Figure 5D). Thus, blockade of CD103 attenuated the improved accumulation, polyclonal cytokine production, and cytolytic capacity of VHL-KO P14 TILs, consistent with a complete loss of survival advantage over WT recipients. This observation supports the conclusion that the acquisition of the CD69+CD103+ Trm-like phenotype is a key element of enhanced tumor immunity by VHL-KO TILs.
VHL-deficient CAR T cells show enhanced accumulation and differentiation into Trm-like TILs in solid tumors. To determine whether constitutive HIF-α activity could allow for improved antitumoral responses by CAR T cells, we transduced polyclonal T cells from VHL-WT and VHL-KO donors with the second generation anti-human CD19 CAR and transferred to mice bearing B16 tumors that expressed human CD19 surface antigen (B16.hCD19) as previously described (48) (Figure 9A and Supplemental Figure 6, A–D). Eight

Figure 6. Immunotherapy with anti–PD-1 improves response to established tumors. (A) Tumor growth and survival in B16.gp33-bearing mice after transfer of WT or VHL-KO P14 cells and anti–PD-1(αPD-1) or PBS treatment. Tumor growth was compared by Mann-Whitney U test (middle) and survival was assessed by Bonferroni-corrected log-rank test (right). n = 12 (αPD-1) and n = 8 (isotype) in P14 transferred mice; n = 5 (αPD-1) and n = 3 (isotype) with no transfer. (B) Representative flow cytometry (left) and quantification of frequency (top right) and weight-adjusted numbers (bottom right) of CD69+CD103+ TILs recovered at endpoint in A from mice treated with anti–PD-1 or PBS. n = 8 for WT donor with αPD-1; n = 5 for rest. (C) Specific target cell lysis of sorted donor WT and VHL-KO TILs after treatment with anti–PD-1 or isotype control antibody (bottom left). Ratio of cotransferred donor VHL-KO/WT TILs recovered (top right) and MFI of granzyme-B expression on sorted populations (bottom right) are shown. n = 4 for CTL assay; n = 7 for donor cell ratio; n = 4 for αPD-1; n = 3 for isotype control in granzyme-B panel. (D) Representative flow cytometry of IFN-γ and TNF-α coproduction by donor TIL populations upon restimulation, quantitated by frequency (top right) and compared by ratio of anti–PD-1 to control treatment (bottom right). n = 3 (top right), and n = 4 pooled (bottom right). Data are representative of 2 (A–C) and 4 (D) independent experiments. Error bars represent mean ± SEM. NS, not significant. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001 (Student’s t test C top and D bottom panel, 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons in others, except as specified in A).
days after T cell transfer, donor CAR T cells from tumors, spleens, and draining lymph nodes were analyzed for accumulation and expression of CD103 and CD69. As observed for VHL-KO PI4 cells, VHL-KO CAR T cells again accumulated in the tumor, spleen, and draining lymph node with greater frequency than WT CAR T cells (Figure 9B). Not only was the tissue retention of CAR T cells enhanced by unregulated HIF-α expression, tumor-infiltrating CAR T cells derived from VHL-KO donors showed a significantly increased frequency of the CD69<sup>+</sup>CD103<sup>+</sup> Trm phenotype compared with WT CAR T cells (Figure 9C). Additionally, tumor-infiltrating CAR T cells showed increased CD69 expression, and like other antigen-specific VHL-KO TILs, VHL-KO CAR T cells showed enhanced granzyme-B expression (Supplemental Figure 6E). Similar results were found with a model of rhabdomyosarcoma that we modified to express human CD19 surface antigen (KMR.hCD19, Supplemental Figure 6, A and B, and Figure 9, A and D). Collectively, these results suggest that translating the advantage of VHL deficiency in ACT to the powerful and expanding field of CAR T therapy allows for improved antitumor responses against solid tumors, and that this response correlates with the acquisition of a Trm phenotype by CAR TILs.

Discussion

In this study, we identified a previously unknown role for the VHL/HIF axis in controlling the formation of cytotoxic CD69<sup>+</sup>CD103<sup>+</sup> Trm-like CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells in tumors and established the enhanced antitumor activity of this population. CD8<sup>+</sup> Trm cells are embedded in tissue and act as sentinels, providing enhanced memory protection in peripheral tissues, which are common sites of pathogen reexposure (11). Notably, T cells with characteristics of Trm have been observed in numerous oncology studies, where they have been associated with improved clinical outcomes (19). We showed in multiple model systems that high levels of HIF-α activity in CD8<sup>+</sup> TILs, achieved either by physiological induction in tumors (measured by Egr2<sup>YFP</sup> reporter) or by VHL deletion, promoted the formation of a CD69<sup>+</sup>CD103<sup>+</sup> Trm-like population in tumors. This subset resided within tumor tissues and expanded in numbers during the antitumor response. CD69<sup>+</sup>CD103<sup>+</sup> Trm-like cells were phenotypically and functionally similar to bona fide virus-specific Trm cells, displaying enhanced cytolytic function and cytokine production compared with WT TILs or VHL-deficient TILs that did not display Trm characteristics. The Trm-like subset emerged within the polyclonal, TCR-transgenic, and CAR CD8<sup>+</sup> T cell responses against melanoma, adenocarcinoma, rhabdomyosarcoma solid tumors, and a metastatic model of melanoma. VHL-deficient TILs could achieve complete tumor regression and generate long-term protection by mounting a robust protective recall response. This response was sufficient in protecting against tumor recurrence in the absence of circulating memory T cells, unlike control mice with WT memory that lacked the Trm component. Thus, HIF-α transcriptional activity drives the formation of Trm-like CD8<sup>+</sup> TILs in a range of tumor contexts, promoting enhanced accumulation, effector function, and memory protection.

We found enrichment of the core Trm gene expression signature in VHL-deficient TILs, composed of transcription factors classically associated with differentiation toward effector and memory-precursor fates that operate in concert to program CD8<sup>+</sup> Trm differentiation, including Egr2, Runx3, and Prdm1, and TGF-β–dependent downregulation of T-bet and Eomes required for Trm formation (43). In addition, the CD103<sup>+</sup> subset within VHL-deficient TILs showed suppression of Klf2, which is required for downregulation of SIPRI, thus preventing egress from the tissue (49, 50). Other molecules whose upregulation is associated with tissue retention such as CD103, CD69, and CD44 were observed by VHL-deficient TILs, as well as elevated expression of prosurvival and cytolytic factors Bcl-2 and granzyme-B, consistent with the acquisition of Trm qualities. Direct effects of hypoxia can improve effector CD8<sup>+</sup> T cell function by increasing granzyme-B and cytolytic capacity (37, 51, 52), which we found to be mediated by HIF-α factors and the granzyme-B/perforin pathway. Our findings in vivo suggest that the HIF-α–mediated functional features are dependent on the CD103 integrin, which is known to enhance Trm retention, but also functions in activation and cytotoxicity mediated via direct engagement with E-cadherin on target cells that strengthens the immune synapse and polarizes cytolytic granules toward the target cell (53, 54). These biochemical interactions support our in vivo findings demonstrating that the CD103<sup>+</sup> Trm-like TIL subset, driven by constitutive HIF-α activity, promoted retention in the tumor, showed increased cytolytic granule composition, and mediated superior cytotoxicity and antitumor efficacy in a CD103-dependent manner.

The generation and maintenance of an exhausted T cell pool, as characterized in the context of chronic infections, is coordinated in part by transcription factors T-bet, Eomes, Tcf-1, and Tox (4, 5, 7, 55, 56). These factors were downregulated in VHL-deficient cells, potentially contributing to resistance to exhaustion. HIF-α activity in CD8<sup>+</sup> TILs was associated with a highly activated phenotype and functional state in spite of expression of exhaustion-associated inhibitory receptors, several of which are known to be regulated by the VHL/HIF axis (31, 32, 57). Our data are in line with functional attributes of CD8<sup>+</sup> Trm cells, both in antiviral memory and tumors, which are phenotypically reminiscent of exhausted T cells with upregulation of inhibitory receptors, yet maintain effector functions. Indeed, we found the terminal T cell exhaustion signature was also associated with Trm signatures of VHL-deficient TILs and bona fide Trm cells in our transcriptomic analysis, suggesting that these transcriptional programs are intertwined. In contrast to WT TILs that succumbed to exhaustion, VHL-deficient TILs retained their polyfunctionality within the same tumor microenvironment.

Recent advances in immunotherapy, such as checkpoint blockade and ACT, have provided lifesaving therapy for patients with malignancy. Accumulating clinical evidence indicates that Trm-like CD8<sup>+</sup> TILs are particularly sensitive to PD-1 blockade (9, 10, 24). Notably, Trm-like CD8<sup>+</sup> TILs isolated from lung cancer patients readily responded to PD-1 blockade in a CD103-dependent fashion (18). Indeed, we observed further enhanced effector cytokine production and complete responses in 42% of tumor-bearing mice when treated with VHL-deficient ACT and anti–PD-1 immunotherapy compared with only 8% in mice receiving WT cells and anti–PD-1. Thus, regulating HIF activity and the presence of Trm-like TILs emerges as a viable strategy to enhance checkpoint blockade efficacy.

ACT continues to evolve as an important pillar of immunotherapy for the treatment of cancer, and manipulation of the intrinsic...
Figure 7. VHL-deficient memory T cells confer superior protection from tumor rechallenge. (A) Tumor-free survival after rechallenge with B16.gp33 (middle) or MC38.gp33 (right) in mice with complete regression of MC38.gp33 and B16.gp33 (+αPD-1) tumors, respectively (see Figure 1B and Figure 5A), n = 8 WT, n = 9 VHL-KO, n = 6 control (middle); n = 9 experimental groups, n = 5 control (right). (B) Recovered memory WT or VHL-KO P14 cell counts in animals in A were adjusted to the respective mean counts recovered in primary tumor models (see Figure 1E). (C) Weight-adjusted donor TIL and splenocyte numbers between animals receiving WT (black) and VHL-KO (red) memory cells, n = 4 VHL-KO, n = 5 WT. (D) CD69 and CD103 expression (left) and quantification (right) on recovered memory cells in C. (E) Frequency of Tcm (CD62L<sup>hi</sup>) and Tem (CD62L<sup>lo</sup>CD103<sup>lo</sup>) and Trm (CD103<sup>hi</sup>CD69<sup>hi</sup>CD62L<sup>lo</sup>) phenotypes within the donor memory populations. (F) Recall function of memory cells recovered from mice bearing B16.gp33 rechallenge tumors. Representative flow cytometry (left) of IFN-γ and TNF-α coproduction by indicated memory TILs (top row) and memory splenocytes (bottom row), and quantification by frequency (top right) and weight-adjusted cell numbers (bottom right), n = 2 VHL-KO, n = 3 WT. (G) Tumor-free survival after FTY720 or vehicle and rechallenge with B16.gp33 tumor cells in mice that resisted the rechallenge tumor growth in A. RAG-KO mice were controls, n = 14 VHL-KO, n = 5 WT, n = 6 naive control, n = 5 RAG-KO. Data are representative of 2 independent (A–F) or pooled (G) experiments. Circle and square symbols in B–F indicate rechallenge with B16.gp33 and MC38.gp33, respectively, error bars represent mean ± SEM. NS, not significant, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001; (A and G) Bonferroni-corrected log-rank test, (B–D, and F) 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons, (E) Student’s t test. (*) failed to reach Bonferroni-corrected threshold although showing P < 0.05.
cellular machinery of these living drugs offers opportunity for the advancement of this field. To date, use of cellular therapy for treatment of solid tumors has largely yielded disappointing results, limited in part by the inability of lymphocytes to retain functional activity and persist in the solid tumor microenvironment, as well as inadequate infiltration of tumors by CAR T cells (1, 2). Our studies demonstrated that the VHL/HIF pathway offers a single-gene target that can yield dramatically improved antitumoral responses in multiple solid tumor types. Follow-up studies are needed to connect the VHL/HIF pathway in TILs and clinical outcomes in human patients. Importantly, the CAR T model employed in our studies indicates a clear translatable tool to enhance CAR T responses. Further studies to limit VHL expression in WT donor cells using single-gene deletion techniques such as CRISPR or pharmacological ex vivo manipulation of the VHL/HIF axis in CD8+ T cells would be valuable in translating these findings to the clinic.

Figure 8. Improved antitumor efficacy and effector function by VHL-deficient TILs is dependent on CD103. (A) Tumor growth and survival in anti-CD103 (αCD103) or isotype control treated B16.gp33 tumor–bearing mice after transfer of WT and VHL-KO P14 cells. Tumor growth was compared by Mann-Whitney U test (middle) and survival assessed by Bonferroni-corrected log-rank test (right), n = 8 for donor groups with αCD103; n = 7 for VHL-KO with isotype; n = 8 for WT with isotype; n = 4 for αCD103; n = 4 for isotype. (B) Granzyme-B expression by cotransferred P14 TIL populations for indicated antibody therapy (middle) after restimulation using cognate gp33 peptide. MFI is quantitated on the right, n = 3 per group. (C) Representative flow cytometry of IFN-γ and TNF-α coproduction by P14 TIL populations upon restimulation (left), quantitated by frequency (top middle) and compared by ratio of anti-CD103 to isotype (top right). Frequency of P14 TILs triple-positive for granzyme-B, IFN-γ, and TNF-α (bottom middle) and comparison by ratio of anti-CD103 to isotype (bottom right), n = 3 per group (middle) and pooled (right). (D) CTL assay on B16.gp33 (left) or MC38.gp33 (right) target cells of cotransferred donor P14 TIL populations sorted from the same tumors after in vivo anti-CD103 or isotype treatment at 1:1 E/T ratio. Graphs show specific target cell lysis mediated by indicated P14 TIL populations, n = 4 per group. Data are representative of 2 (A and D) and 3 (B and C) independent experiments. Mean fold increase in frequency between groups provided in C and D where appropriate. Symbols represent mean in A and individual mice in B-D, except for C (right panel) where symbols represent mean ratio of separate experiments. Error bars represent mean ± SEM. NS, not significant, *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001 (Student’s t test in C right panel, 1-way ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons in others, except as specified in A).
glycoprotein gp33 presented by MHC class I-Db (63), or to OT-I mice that the mice were further crossed to either P14 mice, which recognize LCMV followed by in vivo tamoxifen treatment. For adoptive transfer experiments, Cre-ERT2 (ER-Cre) mice (62) fol-
Rosa26 either dLck-Cre mice (61) or to in T cells was achieved by crossing homozygous loxP-flanked alleles to loxP-flanked alleles to Egln3 thus, studies were performed with heterozygous animals (Egln3<sup>-/+</sup>).

Sette. The YFP insert introduces a stop codon disrupting the gene; Egln3 recombinase–expressing mice to remove the neomycin selection cas-
C57BL/6 embryos (Ozgene). Founder mice were crossed to flippase clones were selected via neomycin resistance and injected into albino (<sup>turboYFP</sup> after the first exon of the HIF target gene, egl-9 family HIF 3-YFP reporter mice were generated by inserting molecules (64).

For polyclonal in vivo experiments (experimental metastasis, Eagln3-YFP reporter model), age-matched cohorts of littermate adult mice of each genotype were used. For adoptive transfer experiments, age-
matched VHL-KO and/or VHL-HIF-1α-HIF-2α-KO and littermate WT control (Cre-negative) TCR-transgenic mice were used as donors, and age-matched or littermate C57BL/6 (CD45.2), CD45.1., or CD45.1,2. mice were used as recipients. Donor and recipient mice were 6 to 12 weeks old, except the cured recipient mice harboring memory P14 cells that were first monitored for more than 10 weeks for remission.

Cancer cell lines

The following cancer cell lines were used: B16.gp33, MC38.gp33, KMR-gp33, B16.hCD19, and KMR.hCD19. More details can be found in Supplemental Methods.

Polyclonal in vivo tumor models

Experimental lung metastasis. Six- to eight-week-old polyclonal Vhl<sup>fl/fl</sup> dLck-
Cre′ and Vhl<sup>fl/fl</sup> dLck-Cre′ littermate male mice were i.v. challenged with 6 × 10<sup>5</sup> B16.gp33 cells. Then, 21 days later, mice were euthanized and tumor lesions in lungs counted. Similar experiments were performed with injection of 4.5 × 10<sup>8</sup> B16.gp33 cells, where mice received 200 μL of pimonidazole hydrochloride solution (1.5 mg per mouse, Hypoxyprobe Red549 kit, HP7-200) or vehicle (i.v.) 90 minutes before euthanization to probe for hypoxic areas. Lungs were alveolar-fixed and expanded by intratracheal injection of 0.5% paraformaldehyde in PBS/0.1% Triton X-100 solution (Tissue-Tek OCT compound, Sakura Finetek, 4583). Lungs were collected and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde, 5% sucrose in PBS at 4°C on a rocker for 2.5 hours, and then dehydrated in 10% sucrose overnight and 30% sucrose for 4.5 hours, at 4°C rocking. Tissues were embedded in OCT.

To discriminate cells in the vasculature from those in the tissues, mice were injected intravenously with APC-eFluor 780-conjugated
anti-CD8α antibody (eBioscience, 47-0081-82) 4 minutes before euthanization to label circulating CD8+ T cells. Tissues were immediately collected in RPMI-1640 medium with 5% bovine growth serum on ice, tumor lesions in lungs were counted, and experimental lungs bearing more than 25 lesions were processed for flow cytometry analysis.

**Egln3-YFP reporter model.** Six- to eight-week-old mice heterozygous for Egln3-YFP-KI allele (Egln3<sup>YFP<sup>-</sup></sup>) and littermate WT control mice (Egln3<sup>+/+<sup>) were challenged with 5 × 10^7 B16.gp33 melanoma cells s.c. injected into the right flank. TILs and splenocytes were isolated on days 13–14 after tumor inoculation and immediately assessed for Egln3-YFP signal and other markers by flow cytometry.

**In vivo adoptive cell transfer models**

**Efficacy studies.** Right flanks of 6- to 12-week-old C57BL/6J (CD45.2.), CD45.1., or CD45.1.2. recipient mice were s.c. injected with 4.5 × 10^5 B16.gp33 or B16.hCD19 or 8 × 10^5 MC38.gp33 cells. B16.gp33, B16.hCD19, and MC38.gp33 tumors were inoculated for 8, 8, and 10 days, respectively, to establish palpable visible tumors. B16.gp33- and B16.hCD19-bearing mice received 3 × 10^6 activated and expanded (as detailed in Supplemental Methods) donor P14 cells of the appropriate genotype; MC38.gp33 tumor-bearing mice received 1 × 10^6 donor P14 cells of the appropriate genotype. Tumor growth and health of the animals were monitored daily and mice were euthanized by following humane endpoint and institutional guidelines. Tumors reaching tumor limit or endpoint were harvested, weighed, and processed for further analysis.

**Cotransfer studies.** B16.gp33, B16.hCD19, KMR.gp33, KMR.hCD19 (4.5 × 10^5 cells), or MC38.gp33 (8 × 10^5 cells) cells were s.c. injected and tumors were established in congenically distinct recipients as in efficacy studies. Congenically distinct donor CD8+ T cells of the appropriate genotype were activated and expanded for 4 days. Cells were then collected and washed, counted and analyzed by flow cytometry, resuspended in sterile PBS, and mixed at a 1:1 ratio. Donor cells were adoptively cotransferred into recipient mice (3 × 10^5 total donor cells per B16.gp33-, KMR.gp33-, B16.hCD19-, and KMR.hCD19-bearing mouse, 1 × 10^6 total donor cells per MC38.gp33-bearing mouse). For tamoxifen-inducible ER-Cre in vivo studies, recipient mice were further treated on days 3–7 after transfer with daily 100 μL i.p. injections of either tamoxifen in sunflower oil (10 mg/mL; MilliporeSigma, S5007). Tamoxifen was prepared daily from frozen aliquots by shaking at 37°C, and diluted in PBS immediately in-house hybridoma supernatant), and stained for surface molecules in the presence of Fc blocking medium for 1 hour at 4°C by antibodies from in-house hybridoma supernatant (both from eBioscience) for 10 minutes at 4°C, washed and preincubated for 10 minutes with Fc receptor blocking medium (prepared from in-house hybridoma supernant) followed by appropriate antibodies in PBS supplemented with 2% bovine growth serum and 0.1% sodium azide, and incubated for 30 minutes at 4°C. A list of antibodies used can be found in Supplemental Methods. After surface staining, cells were washed and prepared for analysis or further stained for intracellular molecules in the presence of Fc blocking medium for 1 hour at 4°C by using the Foxp3 Transcription Factor Staining Buffer kit (eBioscience, 00–5523) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Ex vivo restimulation**

Freshly isolated TILs and splenocytes were counted and incubated in 200 μL of standard T cell medium containing 1× Protein Transport Inhibitor Cocktail (1:500, eBioscience, 00–4980–93) and gp33 peptide (1 μM final, KAVYNFATC; Anaspec) on a U-bottom 96-well for 4 hours. Restimulated cells were then transferred into V-bottom plates, washed twice, blocked with Fc-receptor blocking medium (prepared from in-house hybridoma supernatant), and stained for surface molecules, followed by intracellular staining to assess effector molecules.
and cytokine production. Aliquots of cells treated similarly but without cognate peptide were used as negative controls for cytokine production; 1× Cell Stimulation Cocktail (1:500, eBioscience, 00-4970-93) was used as a positive control.

RNA sequencing and analysis

RNA-sequencing samples were performed and analyzed independently in 2 to 3 biological replicates of 5 mice each: congenally distinct Vhβ14 dLck-Cre and Vhβ11 dLck-Cre P14 cells were activated, expanded, mixed 1:1, and cotransferred into recipient mice bearing established B16.gp33 tumors as detailed above. On day 7 or 11 after transfer, TILs and splenocytes were isolated from 5 mice for each replicate. To facilitate sorting, splenocytes were further enriched for CD8+ T cells by negative selection on a MACS column as described in Supplemental Methods. FACS was performed, separating viable CD8a+ cells with donor congenic markers (bulk TILs and splenocytes), or further using CD69 and CD103 markers to separate Trm-like TIL donor subsets. Next, 1 × 10^3 cells of each population/splenocytes), or further using CD69 and CD103 markers to separate preparation, isolation of polyA+ RNA and data normalization were performed as detailed online (https://www.immgen.org/Protocols/ImmGenULI_RNAseq_methods.pdf). RNA was captured by RNA-Clean XP beads (Beckman Coulter) and mRNA was selected for by an anchored oligo(dT) primer (5′-AAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCA-GAGTACT30VN-3′). It was converted to cDNA through reverse transcription and was PCR amplified and then fragmented with Tn5 transposon using the Nextera XT DNA Library Preparation Kit. Samples were amplified and barcoded and then pooled to be sequenced on Illumina NextSeq500 using 2 × 25 bp reads. STAR 2.5.4a (https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR/releases) was used to align to the mouse genome (GENCODE GRCm38/mm10 primary assembly and gene annotations vM16; https://www.gendecogenes.org/mouse-releases/16.html). FeatureCounts (http://subread.sourceforge.net/) was used to create a raw counts table, which was then normalized by the median of ratios method in DESeq2 (https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/DESeq2.html). The table was converted to gene cluster text and categorical class format for use with GenePattern Multiplex Studio (66). Gene signatures were obtained from published papers as outlined in Supplemental Methods or generated by differential expression data using the module in GenePattern. Normalized enrichment scores and FDR q values were determined using the permutation test. GSEA was performed by the GSEA module in GenePattern. Sequencing data sets were deposited in the NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus database (GSE156342).

Statistical parameters are reported in the figures and figure legends. Data were judged to be statistically significant when P was less than 0.05 as calculated by the following tests: tumor growth follow-up data was assessed by Mann-Whitney U test between experimental groups and versus appropriate control group(s). Survival significance was assessed by a log-rank Mantel-Cox test between experimental groups and versus appropriate control group(s), followed by post hoc Bonferroni correction of multiple comparisons. RNA sequencing was performed and analyzed independently in 2 biological replicates, and gene expression signatures were compared by Fisher’s exact tests. In all other data analyses, statistical significance was calculated by unpaired 2-tailed Student’s t test or 1-way ANOVA as indicated in figure legends. Statistical analysis was performed in GraphPad Prism software.
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